MANAGEMENT REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
For the year ended 31 December 2004, total turnover for the Group was HK$7,345.18 million (2003: HK$4,329.96 million),
representing an increase of 69.6% compared with that of Last Year. Profit from operations was a loss of HK$121.55 million
(2003: profit of HK$162.49 million). Loss attributable to shareholders of the Group amounted to HK$22.94 million (2003:
profit of HK$140.75 million). Basic loss per share was HK1.7 cents (2003: basic earnings per share of HK10.6 cents) and
diluted loss per share was HK1.7 cents (2003: diluted earnings per share of HK10.5 cents).
The increase in total turnover during the Year was mainly due to the continued stability of reinsurance premium income at
CIRe and the continued strong growth in life insurance premium income in Mainland China at TPL. The fall in profit attributable
to shareholders was primarily due to the net operating losses at TPL and TPI. These losses were incurred because TPL’s
and TPI’s life and general insurance operations, respectively, are still in their initial stages of development. TPL and TPI also
incurred additional expenses from establishing new branches and sub-branches. Lower underwriting profitability at CIRe
also contributed to the decrease in profit attributable to shareholders, as well as lower earnings at CIGAML and increased
interest expenses due to the first full year of interest expenses from CIIH’s 2003 debt offering.

OPERATIONAL REVIEW
Reinsurance Underwriting — CIRe
The favourable, “hard” pricing environment in the global primary and reinsurance markets has now lasted for almost four
years. After the past few years of price increases and the stiffening of terms and conditions since 2001 without any occurrence
of major losses or disasters on a worldwide scale, the global insurance markets are now beginning to enter into the latter
stages of the upwards cycle. In 2004, both primary and reinsurance markets generally experienced flat premium rating
levels, with signs beginning to emerge of premium rate reductions. The “softening” of price levels and reinsurance contract
terms less favourable to reinsurers was more obvious in Asian markets where competition in certain lines of business, such
as property insurance, intensified.
In anticipation of the gradual, but inevitable, end of the hard pricing cycle, CIRe in the past two years has completed a reunderwriting exercise on its reinsurance portfolio and has selectively pruned off more than one-tenth of its business. The
reinsurance business to be discontinued were policies which CIRe believed would not be able to sustain their current levels
of underwriting margin and would not be able to meet with CIRe’s underwriting standards when the reinsurance pricing
cycle turns soft. The senior managers and directors of CIRe believe that such a re-underwriting approach is an important
strategy critical to maintaining a sustainable underwriting profit. Such an approach is in line with the long standing policy of
the Group to emphasize bottom-line net income, instead of simply focusing on top line premium income volume.
During the Year, CIRe’s non-life reinsurance premium written amounted to HK$1,085.06 million (2003: HK$1,172.41),
representing a reduction of 7.5% compared to that of Last Year. This decrease in premium income was the first premium
contraction for CIRe since 1999. Including its small book of life reinsurance, CIRe’s overall life and non-life gross reinsurance
premium income written for the Year amounted to HK$1,092.46 million, a reduction of 7.4% compared with the HK$1,179.62
million written in 2003. The net retained non-life reinsurance premium was HK$905.23 million (2003: HK$966.47 million),
amounting to a premium retention ratio of 82.8% (2003: 81.9%).
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ဳଉᄙΑᚋʗ
၃ল৻ٲଊ
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅Ɋɀ˂c̯එ྆ؿᐢᏪพᔾݯ73.4518ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαl43.2996ყಋʏc༖
˾αᄈ˱69.6%eᏪึСݯڬᑋฌ1.2155ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαiึС1.6249ყಋʏe̯එٖ྆ᎶЌึСݯڬᑋฌ
2,294ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαlึС1.4075ყಋʏeҰٖਥ̯ᑋฌݯ1.7ಋ˦ɀཌྷཌྷɍαlҰٖਥ̯ޔС10.6ಋ˦cҰ
ٖᚫᑁᑋฌݯڬ1.7ಋ˦ɀཌྷཌྷɍαlҰٖᚫᑁޔС10.5ಋ˦e
̯α۹ᐢᏪพᔾؿᄈ˱˚߬ܰͅכɻʹਝʹړ፮ړνɃܛᙩ̡ᖇcϤʪ̡ɁྐΕɻਝɣؿɁྐړ፮ړνɃړ
ܛτੜؿڰᄈߎֺٽeٖᎶЌึСɾɎൡ˚߬ܰԞϬʪ̡Ɂྐʥʪ̡ړ፮ؿᏪ༜૱ᑋฌeϊ೩ᑋฌଐ́ܰͅכʪ̡
Ɂྐʥʪ̡ړ፮ΕɁྐพ৻ʥȹঁړ፮พ৻ʋᙔٱ౨ೕࢄආݒcϤʪ̡Ɂྐʥʪ̡ړ፮ࢄณʗʔ̇ʥʗϷʻ˟ᔾ
̔ʻˮeϤɻʹਝړֻؿСᅼ༖Гdɻړ༅ଐဳଉСᅼɎࠌʥࠖαͲα۹ͶʻɀཌྷཌྷɍαೕඦСࢠʻˮяιٖ
ᎶЌึСࠌГe

Ꮺ༜Αᚋ
ʹړ፮ֻ ړz ɻʹਝ
Ͳଈقઅړ፮ʹړ፮̟τСֶਠࢵցძؿྊɰၐ̒ٶܛαe༦༦˾డαძࣟɐʠૈಁၤૈͧν၇c˱ɐ
ɀཌྷཌྷȹα˞ԞӀτೕ́Ͳଈֲɣஃᅡฌֶ̖ӎᗒcͲଈړ፮̟ն൬Ƀɐʠ൪౨ؿ܃ආݒeΕɀཌྷཌྷ̒αcق
અړ፮ʹړ፮̟ړძϽౝ༧ˮଊړძϽ̡ܛcԎնˮଊྦྷʹړ፮พވ൙˱ɺСړؿଅɎሁʥʹړ፮ૈ
יᄖ೩ؿ༌ോeΕԓ̟ݘߗɳพ৻ᆲᕿcΣলଐړ፮Εᘏ˱ؿجჱɎcଅʹړ፮ૈಁΑசؗੱؿ༖עݯ
ᛷe
τӮਠࢵցძ൪౨үಲ˿ᑷЛΔҢcɻʹਝΕ༦˾ԭαɰѧι̯Ӹʹړ፮พ৻ୂړֻʹؿɮАcԎፕእֲ
Т൚༦Ɋʗȹؿพ৻eɻ˅ړʹؿ፮พ৻Ƚܰɻʹਝႏݯɺॶ༠ߎଊτֻړСᅼˋ̡c˞ʥʹړ፮ցძ൪౨
Αசࣂੀɺॶ༠Էԯֻړᅟๅړؿ௰eɻʹਝؿঢ়ज़ဳଉᄙԑڌޚcိʹֻړ೪ܰၐܛ˿ܛᙩֻړСᅼؿ
ࠇ߬ᗐᒄ೪cϤ˘˝එ྆؇ࠇνɃ૱ᔾdϤڈ௰௰ടଡړνɃ൴ܧؿ೪e
αʑcɻʹਝڈؿɁྐʹړ፮ֻړړνɃ༠10.8506ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi11.7241ყಋʏc༖˾αಕʭ7.5%eܰ
ωړνɃಕʭܰɻʹਝϬȹȾȾȾα˞Ԟࠖωړനᐛe߮Ƀԯɩ൴ؿɁྐʹړ፮ړcɻʹਝ̯α۹ؿኬ
ɁྐʥڈɁྐʹړ፮ֻړړνɃˉᔾ༠10.9246ყಋʏc༖ɀཌྷཌྷɍαɰֻؿړ11.7962ყಋʏɎൡ7.4%eϬजڈɁ
ྐʹړ፮ړ૱ᔾݯ9.0523ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi9.6647ყಋʏcޚړכजΦଅ82.8%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi81.9%e
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The underwriting result for the reinsurance business for the Year was a profit of HK$25.83 million, representing a decrease
of 40.8% in comparison to the underwriting profit of HK$43.64 million registered in 2003. The decrease was mainly attributable
to the higher frequency of major insurance claims due to natural disasters, such as Hurricane Ivan in the Caribbean, the
Indian Ocean tsunami and Typhoon Songda in Japan, all of which occurred in the second half of 2004. The gross claims
incurred on these three natural disasters is estimated to be approximately HK$160.00 million, with the net loss retained by
CIRe after recoveries from retrocessions at HK$97.00 million. CIRe’s combined ratio (total net underwriting commission,
underwriting expenses and net claims incurred divided by total net earned premium) was 97.6%, a small increase over that
of Last Year (2003: 96.7%). Overall, CIRe’s underwriting result is considered satisfactory given the occurrence of major
claims in 2004.
Of CIRe’s 2004 non-life reinsurance premium, the breakdown of non-proportional treaty, proportional treaty and facultative
reinsurance was 32.9%, 53.6% and 13.5%, respectively (2003: 31.1%, 54.5% and 14.4%). Geographically, Hong Kong
and Macau still constituted the core markets with 29.8% (2003: 34.5%) of total non-life reinsurance premium. China (excluding
Hong Kong and Macau) represented 16.2% (2003: 11.5%), the Rest of Asia was 33.2% (2003: 31.6%) and Non-Asia
accounted for 20.8% (2003: 22.4%).
CIRe’s life reinsurance premium written in the Year was HK$7.40 million (2003: HK$7.22 million), representing a small 0.7%
of the total premium written. The underwriting profit from life reinsurance amounted to HK$3.72 million (2003: HK$3.36
million).
CIRe’s investment and net gain was HK$197.71 million, a decrease of 7.9% compared to that of Last Year (2003: HK$214.62
million). The decrease was primarily because the performance of global equities in 2004 was less strong than that of 2003.
Such a result was satisfactory, as the equities markets performance Last Year was truly exceptional and unsustainable.
The profit contribution from the reinsurance operations attributable to the Group for the Year was HK$198.00 million,
representing a decrease of 15.4% compared to that of Last Year (2003: HK$234.03 million).

Life Insurance Business — TPL
2004 was TPL’s third year of operations. Although still in a relatively early stage of development, TPL has made significant
inroads into the PRC life insurance industry. Mainland China’s life insurance market continues to be highly attractive with
vast potential for future growth. Although the entire life insurance industry expanded at a slower pace (7.0%) than that of
Last Year, the more moderate growth was due to a change of focus and priorities amongst the major life insurers in the
country. In particular because of the listing of several major PRC insurers in the recent two years, the entire industry has
become more profit-centric and professional. Although the shift in emphasis to newer and more profitable products led to
a slowing of overall premium growth, such transformation is highly positive and healthy for the life insurance industry as a
whole over the long term.
During the Year, TPL continued to expand along its three major business lines, namely individual life, group life and
bancassurance. Premium income reached HK$6,217.61 million in 2004, representing a 101.9% increase over that of Last
Year (2003: HK$3,079.50 million). TPL achieved a market share of over 2.0% in the PRC life insurance industry, ranking
sixth among the country’s life insurers by total premium. Individual life premium amounted to HK$530.72 million, constituting
8.5% of total premium and representing an increase of 106.3% over that of Last Year (2003: HK$257.21 million). Group life
premium amounted to HK$1,073.68 million, constituting 17.3% of total premium and representing an increase of 93.2%
over that of Last Year (2003: HK$555.80 million). Bancassurance premium amounted to HK$4,613.21 million, constituting
74.2% of total premium and representing an increase of 103.5% over that of Last Year (2003: HK$2,266.49 million).
Overall, TPL’s total premium growth rate, as well as the individual growth rates of each of its three business lines, ranked
number one amongst the top six PRC life insurance companies and was well above the average growth rate for the entire
PRC life insurance industry (7.0%).
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̯α۹ړʹؿ፮ֻړพᐜึݯС2,583ຒಋʏc༖ɀཌྷཌྷɍα፣ึړֻؿС4,364ຒಋʏಕʭ40.8%eึСಕʭ˚߬
ܰͅࠇכɣʨӎॗላ፼́cΣ˱৺ˈࣵؿᒜࠓ͠ɓdͿ۹ࣵؿݗᄄˀ̯ؿზࠓࣚ༠೩cяכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɎ˸αೕ́e
˞ɐɍɣʨಳӎᗒࣹʥॗላˉᔾЅ߮༠1.6000ყಋʏcκɻʹਝ̯ӸᔝʗؿړᚫΑಁඖؿ܃Ϭजฌ̖૱ᔾݯ9,700
ຒಋʏe̯α۹cɻʹਝؿ౨ړ၃ι̯ଅЩ૱ֻړЏټdֻړʻ૱ॗላᐢᔾ˞૱౨ړᐢᔾˈؿଅ
ݯ97.6%c༖˾α෬ʠɀཌྷཌྷɍαi96.7%eᐢؿԞ႓cᒖಳɀཌྷཌྷ̒αೕ́ࠇɣॗላcɻʹਝړֻؿพᐜֆ့
෮e
ɻʹਝɀཌྷཌྷ̒αڈؿɁྐʹړ፮ړɻcˈڈԝdˈԝᐽࣂʹړ፮ؿЌˈʗПݯ32.9%d53.6% ʥ 13.5%
ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi31.1%d54.5% ʥ 14.4%. ܘΔਂʗЗcࠗಋʥዌپʋ࿚ι࣏ʶ̟cЌڈɁྐʹړ፮ړˈଅݯ29.8%
ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi34.5%cɻਝɺфࠗಋʥዌپЌ16.2%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi11.5%cԓݘԯΔਂЌ33.2%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi
31.6%cϤڈԓݘΔਂڬЌ20.8%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi22.4%e
ɻʹਝ̯α۹ؿɁྐʹړ፮ֻړړݯ740ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi722ຒಋʏcඩЌᐢֻړړؿ0.7%eɁྐʹړ፮
ึړֻؿСݯ372ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi336ຒಋʏe
ɻʹਝؿҙ༅νɃʥޔ૱ᔾݯ1.9771ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi2.1462ყಋʏc༖ɐαൡ7.9%c˚ΐɀཌྷཌྷ̒αͲଈ
ٖ̟ٲଊɺΣɀཌྷཌྷɍαੜڰeϤɀཌྷཌྷɍαٲ̟ٖؿଊྡྷᙔऋࣦʥɺ˿ॶܛᙩcܨτϊพᐜʋ့෮e
̯එ྆ᎶЌ̯α۹ʹړ፮พ৻ึؿСᘆݯ1.9800ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi2.3403ყಋʏc༖˾αಕʭ15.4%e
Ɂྐړ፮พ৻ z ʪ̡Ɂྐ
ɀཌྷཌྷ̒αܰʪ̡ɁྐɍαؿᏪพαeʪ̡ɁྐᒖྦྷޚϤӰʋᙔٱ౨ؿೕࢄආݒcЎɰΕɻਝྐ፮พ̨ˮѫࠍeɻ
ਝɣؿɁྐړ፮̟ᘗᙩᇠگೕࢄc̰ԞೕࢄᅶɈ̜ɣeಳϤcኬྐ፮Ϸพೕࢄүͣ༖˾αיᇅ7.0%cϤᄈٽ
༖ݯใܰΐݯਝʑ˚߬ྐ፮ʔ̇ҝᛰพ৻ʿৌʥͱඖֺ͌ߎeʮԯܰٶԭατᅕࡼਝʑɣړێ፮ʔ̇ɐ̟,Ԛኬ
Ϸพᛰҡ˱˞ޔСݯɻʶҡ˱ਿพʝeᒖಳพވᔝΉೕࢄ༖ณ༖τС˿྇ଐۂϤኒߎኬړᄈיٽᇅcЎ
ိᔝٽێႩԞ႓ྦྷɻਝኬྐ፮พτട̳ࠍၤ৪ؿ෮ຮe
αʑcʪ̡ɁྐؿɁd྆ʥႺϷړ፮ɍૈ˚߬พ৻ᇃяՅȿٽӷؿೕࢄeɀཌྷཌྷ̒αړνɃ༠62.1761ყಋʏ
ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi30.7950ყಋʏc༖˾αᄈ˱101.9%eʪ̡ɁྐɰЌɻਝྐ፮พ̟ͫᔾ༩2.0%cړܘνɃખΊΕ
Ͳਝྐ፮ʔ̇ɻખΊʒeɁɁྐړ፮ړ༠5.3072ყಋʏcЌᐢړ8.5%Ԏ༖˾αᄈ˱106.3%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi
2.5721ყಋʏe྆Ɂྐړ፮ړ༠10.7368ყಋʏcЌᐢړ17.3% Ԏ༖˾αᄈ˱93.2%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi5.5580ყಋ
ʏeႺϷڔሻɁྐړ፮ړ༠46.1321ყಋʏcЌᐢړ74.2% Ԏ༖˾αᄈ˱103.5%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi22.6649ყಋʏe
ᐢϤӰcʪ̡Ɂྐኬพ৻ᄈٽ۹˞ʥΈᗘพ৻ؿᄈٽ۹cΕکʒࡼͲਝֲྐ፮ʔ̇ړᄈٽ۹ખΊɻяΊ
ͶȹcႩঢ়ྐכ፮̟ᐢᄈ̡ؿٽя7.0%ˋ̡e
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During 2004, TPL continued its expansion into the PRC life insurance market by opening 7 new branches. The location of
the branches were carefully chosen to best position TPL in the most wealthy and populous provinces in China, and are as
follows: Suzhou, Tianjin, Wuhan, Hefei, Fuzhou, Harbin and Nanchang. With these new branches, TPL now has 22 branches
throughout the PRC. TPL also expended resources in strengthening its solvency position. In 2004, TPL increased its total
capitalization from HK$939.00 million to HK$2,187.87 million. The total assets of TPL reached HK$11,520.07 million as at
December 31, 2004. With the injected capital funds, the solvency ratio of TPL amounted to 296.0%, well above the
standard set by the CIRC. During the Year, Fitch reaffirmed its BBB+ rating for TPL.
During the Year, TPL changed its basis of estimate in respect of its life insurance funds. Under the new basis of estimate,
the appointed actuary has adopted the Net Level Premium approach and Deferral approach. Under the new approach,
profits are expected to emerge on a level basis over the life of the insurance contracts. These changes in estimate provide
a clearer presentation of the results and financial position of TPL and that of the Group and are more comparable with
those adopted by major international and PRC insurance companies. The changes in the basis of estimate is non-retroactive.
As a result of the changes in basis of estimate being taken up in the Year, the share of operating loss attributable to the
Group for the Year decreased by HK$47.99 million. In the event that the new basis of estimate was accounted for
retrospectively, the share of operating profit attributable to the Group for the Year and the year ended 31 December 2003
would increase by HK$48.61 million and HK$1.47 million, respectively, and that for the year ended 31 December 2002
would decrease by HK$2.09 million.
TPL’s net loss for the Year amounted to HK$333.81 million (2003: net loss of HK$163.75 million). The share of net loss
attributable to the Group for the Year was a net loss of HK$167.49 million (2003: net loss of HK$81.96 million). If the new
basis of estimate is accounted for retrospectively, the net loss of TPL attributable to the Group and net (loss)/profit of the
Group for the Year, the year ended 31 December 2003 and the year ended 31 December 2002 would be as follows:
Net loss of TPL
attributable to the Group
HK$ million
Year ended 31 December 2004
Year ended 31 December 2003
Year ended 31 December 2002

166.87
80.49
47.33

Net (loss)/profit
of the Group
HK$ million
(22.32)
142.22
178.30

The above-described change of basis of estimate was implemented for CIIH’s 2004 Interim Results. Since then, TPL has
made further refinements to its accounting estimates, and made adjustments to the accounting treatment of TPL’s single
premium products. TPL has decided to adopt a more conservative accounting policy regarding the expensing and
amortization of commission and other acquisition expenses for TPL’s single premium products. Because the single premium
products of TPL increased significantly during the second half of the Year, TPL believes that a more conservative approach
would be more appropriate.
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כɀཌྷཌྷ̒α۹cʪ̡Ɂྐᘗᙩ൬߶ɻਝྐ፮̟cΕϽ୮ɻਝఒɁɟΛͫޘؿณȿȼࡼʗʔ̇cʗʔ̇Δ
ᒨя၀ܥୀፕcʗПܰᘣήdʨݛddٓdါήdۄဍᏛʥןڲe˞ɐณʗϷԚʪ̡ɁྐͲਝʗϷᅕ͌ᄈ˱
ԷɀɊɀࡼeʪ̡Ɂྐɖτᄈ༅˞˱ੜԯ˟ॶɈeɀཌྷཌྷ̒αʑcʪ̡Ɂྐᐢ༅̯9.3900ყಋʏᄈϭ21.8787ყಋ
ʏeכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀcʪ̡Ɂྐؿᐢ༅ଐ༠115.2007ყಋʏeᏵ؇Ƀ༅̯܃ټcʪ̡Ɂྐؿ˟ॶɈଅ
ݯ296.0%cႩঢ়כɻਝړဟผֺ߯Ɏؿᅟๅe౨ʑcʪ̡ɁྐʋᏵయᙷʀBBB+ ിज़e
̯α۹cʪ̡ɁྐҡҝɁྐړ፮ਥټɾЅ߮ʿؒe࣓ኣณЅ߮ʿؒcᏵկͨɾ၀့ɰઔ͂૱̡яړ့߮ؒʥႮ֝
့߮ؒe࣓ኣณ့߮ʿؒcСᅼผΕད౨ړ፮τࢽ౨ʑү̡яΔଊeɐ߸Ѕ߮ʿؒɾᛰ৽͛˿ҡʦܮʪ
̡Ɂྐʥ̯එ྆ɾพᐜʥলؗرܧcҡొঢ়ၤਝʥɻਝړ߬˚ؿ፮ʔֲ̇ˈ˿ؿeณЅ߮ʿؒɾ࠳ҝԎಲুืࢽɈe
̯כα۹ҡҝЅ߮ʿؒ܃c̯එ̯྆כα۹ᎶЌɾᏪᑋฌಕʭ4,799ຒಋʏe࠱ুืઔ͂ณЅ߮ʿ့ؒ߮c̯ڬඑ྆
̯כα۹ʥ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅α۹ᎶЌɾᏪึСʗПᄈ˱4,861ຒಋʏʥ147ຒಋʏcϤ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷ
ɀαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀᎶЌؿᏪึСಕʭȿ209ຒಋʏe
ʪ̡Ɂྐ̯כα۹ɾ૱ᑋฌݯ3.3381ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi૱ᑋฌ1.6375ყಋʏe̯එ̯྆כα۹ᎶЌɾ૱ᑋฌݯ
1.6749ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi૱ᑋฌ8,196ຒಋʏe࠱ুืઔ͂ณЅ߮ਥๅ့߮c̯ڬඑ̯྆כα۹c࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅α۹ʥ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅α۹ᎶЌʪ̡Ɂྐ૱ᑋฌʥ̯එ྆૱ᑋฌþึСੀʗП
ΣɎi
̯එ྆ᎶЌʪ̡Ɂྐ૱ᑋฌ
ϛຒಋʏ
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅α۹
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅α۹
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅α۹

̯එ྆૱ᑋฌþึС
ϛຒಋʏ

166.87
80.49
47.33

(22.32)
142.22
178.30

ɐ߸τᗐҡҝผ߮Ѕ߮ʿؒɰ̯כʔ̇ɀཌྷཌྷ̒αؿɻ౨พᐜʑઔढ़eɎ˸αcʪ̡ɁྐҐЅ߮ʿؒА൬ȹүؿҝӪh
ੀʪ̡Ɂྐؿᘲᖔړଐؿۂผ߮୮ଉАˮሁኬeʪ̡ɁྐҺցੀτᗐᘲᖔړଐؿۂЏټʻˮʥՅพ৻ޚؿᗐι
̯ᆢႏʥʗᚫɐઔՅҡ˱ᄗؿผ߮୮ଉʿؒeͅכʪ̡Ɂྐؿᘲᖔړଐ̯כۂα۹Ɏ˸ατੜؿڰᄈٽcʪ̡Ɂ
ྐڌޚȹҡ˱ᄗؿ୮ଉʿؒҡ܌ݯe
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MANAGEMENT REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
General Insurance — TPI
During the Year, TPI increased its pace of growth, increasing premium income by 76.0% to HK$872.26 million (2003:
HK$495.49 million). TPI’s other major financial and operational indicators also improved considerably over that of Last
Year. For example, TPI’s combined ratio on earned premium improved from 195.7% in 2003 to 124.3% in 2004. Net claims
to premium earned fell from 93.7% Last Year to 56.4% this Year, of which the claims ratio for motor vehicle insurance fell
from 89.6% in 2003 to 64.6% in 2004. In 2004, TPI recorded a net loss of HK$102.23 million (2003: net loss of HK$188.82
million). The net loss attributable to the Group was HK$30.72 million (2003: net loss of HK$56.74 million). The net operating
losses at TPI were due to TPI’s early stage of development.
During 2004, TPI continued executing its plans for expansion into the most wealthy and populous provinces of the PRC.
During the Year, TPI set up 3 branches in Hunan, Qingdao and Chongqing. As of the end of 2004, TPI had 19 provincial
branch offices, including 4 new branches approved by the CIRC to be established in Shanxi, Fujian, Anhui and Shaanxi.
These 4 new branch offices are expected to go into operation during the first quarter of 2005.
Motor vehicle insurance premiums amounted to HK$554.43 million for the year constituting 63.6% of total premium and
representing an increase of 96.6% over that of Last Year (2003: HK$282.02 million). Non-marine insurance premium amounted
to HK$213.00 million, constituting 24.4% of total premium and representing an increase of 26.9% over that of Last Year
(2003: HK$167.91 million). Marine insurance premium amounted to HK$80.82 million, constituting 9.3% of total premium
and representing an increase of 102.2% over that of Last Year (2003: HK$39.97 million). Accident insurance premium
amounted to HK$24.01 million, constituting 2.7% of total premium and representing an increase of 329.5% over that of
Last Year (2003: HK$5.59 million).

Assets Management — CIGAML
The management fee income of CIGAML for the Year amounted to HK$23.82 million (2003: HK$56.17 million). During the
Year, there was interest income of HK$12.38 million (2003: HK$15.41 million) derived from investments in fixed interest
rate securities. The assets under management of CIGAML amounted to HK$2,529.03 million as at 31 December 2004
(2003: HK$3,965.12 million). The reduction in management fee income and assets under management was due to larger
client withdrawals which took place in 2004. After deducting the annual amortisation of goodwill from the acquisition of
CIGAML, amounting to HK$18.47 million (2003: HK$18.47 million), CIGAML’s profit attributable to the Group for the Year
was HK$7.00 million (2003: HK$47.35 million).

Insurance Intermediaries — SINO-RE
As a result of the general softening in both primary and reinsurance market conditions, SINO-RE had a 23.0% reduction in
brokerage income, which amounted to HK$11.29 million, in the Year compared to HK$14.66 million Last Year. SINO-Re’s
major source of income was from providing reinsurance broking services in placing reinsurance contracts for direct insurance
companies operating in Hong Kong, Macau, Mainland China and Singapore to professional reinsurers operating in the
region. In 2004, SINO-RE’s profit attributable to the Group was HK$7.25 million (2003: HK$11.60 million).
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ဳଉᄙΑᚋʗ
ȹঁړ፮ z ʪ̡ړ፮
ʪ̡ړ፮̯כα۹พ৻ஃᅡೕࢄ༖҄cړνɃᄈٽ76.0%ϭ8.7226ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi4.9549ყಋʏeʪ̡ړ፮
ؿԯˢ˚߬ল৻ʥᏪ༜ܞᅟ༖˾α౨͛τֺҝഁcΣʪ̡ړ፮ؿ౨ړ၃ι̯ଅͅ˾α195.7%ҝഁϭ̯α۹ؿ
124.3%e౨ړላ˟ଅͅ˾α۹ؿ93.7%ࠌϭ̯α۹ؿ56.4%cԯɻӹ፮ላ˟ଅɎࠌ༖҄cͅɐα౨ؿ89.6%ࠌ
ϭ64.6%eכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αcᏪᑋฌݯ1.0223ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi૱ᑋฌ1.8882ყಋʏeٖᎶЌᑋฌ૱ᔾݯ3,072
ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαiᑋฌ૱ᔾ5,674ຒಋʏeͅכʪ̡ړ፮ʋᙔೕࢄٱ౨cܨϊˮଊᏪ૱ᑋฌe
ʪ̡ړ፮כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αcᘗᙩτི߮ΔΕɻਝఒʥɁɟΛɾͫޘׅพ৻c̯כα۹cʪ̡ړ፮Εಙڲdࢌڇ
ʥࠇᄪஉɍࡼʗʔ̇cכɀཌྷཌྷ̒α֛cʪ̡ړ፮τɊȾࡼޘज़ʗʔ̇cɻτɬϹdါۺdΪᎵʥϹ̒ࡼɰᏵ
ړဟผғޘؿज़ʗʔ̳̇Εᘐௐcད߮ɀཌྷཌྷʄαȹտ۹˿˞พᏪ༜e
̯α۹ӹ፮ړ༠5.5443ყಋʏcЌᐢړ63.6%Ԏ༖˾α۹ᄈ˱96.6%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαt2.8202ყಋʏeˋڈ፮ړ༠
2.1300ყಋʏcЌᐢړ24.4% Ԏ༖˾α۹ᄈ˱26.9%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαt1.6791ყಋʏeˋ፮ړ༠8,082ຒಋʏcЌᐢ
ړ9.3% Ԏ༖˾α۹ᄈ˱102.2%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαt3,997ຒಋʏe෮̔፮ړ༠2,401ຒಋʏcЌᐢړ2.7% Ԏ༖˾α
۹ᄈ˱329.5%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαt559ຒಋʏ)e
༅ଐဳଉ z ɻړ༅ଐဳଉ
̯α۹ɻړ༅ଐဳଉဳؿଉνɃݯ2,382ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi5,617ຒಋʏc̊τ1,238ຒಋʏܰԞϬҙ༅ցࢠᖬԴ
ؿСࢠνɃɀཌྷཌྷɍαi1,541ຒಋʏeכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀcɻړ༅ଐဳଉֺဳଉؿ༅ଐ༠25.2903ყಋ
ʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi39.6512ყಋʏeဳଉνɃʥֺဳଉ༅ଐಕʭ۪ܰͅכʸొՅټؿᔾᄈ˱ֺߎeκνᑪɻړ༅
ଐဳଉؿα۹ਆᙷᚫሻ1,847ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi1,847ຒಋʏ܃cɻړ༅ଐဳଉ̯כα۹̯ݯඑ྆ԞึؿСᘆ
ݯ700ຒಋʏcɀཌྷཌྷɍαi4,735ຒಋʏe
ړ፮ɻʍʔ̇ z ജࡧ
ͅقכઅړ፮ʥʹړ፮̟ؗౝ༧Αசcജࡧ̯כα۹ؿνɃಕʭ23.0%ϭ1,129ຒಋʏcϤ˾α۹ݯڬ1,466ຒಋ
ʏeജࡧ߬˚ؿνɃԞԞϬొԜʹړ፮৻רcԾХΕࠗಋdዌپʥณ˱գᏪقؿઅړ፮ʔ̇ΉΕਂʑᏪؿ
ਿพʹړɁΪખʗˮʹړ፮eɀཌྷཌྷ̒αcജࡧ̯ݯඑ྆ԞึؿСᘆݯ725ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi1,160ຒಋ
ʏe
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MANAGEMENT REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
BUSINESS OUTLOOK
Reinsurance Underwriting — CIRe
The senior management and directors of CIRe are confident that CIRe’s core reinsurance operations will continue to produce
stable and satisfactory results. CIRe’s strong and steady cash flows from underwriting, together with its prudent and
conservative investment approach, will enable it to produce stable earnings for the Group. Despite the gradual weakening
of premium rates in both primary and reinsurance markets in the region, CIRe will steadfastly adhere to its strict underwriting
discipline, skillful and careful business selection, and conservative risk management principle. CIRe will continue to target
Mainland China market opportunities and is planning to apply for permission to establish a representative office in Beijing.
This office will position CIRe even better in this potentially vast market, and will further improve its services to clients in
China.

Life Insurance Business — TPL
TPL expects its life insurance business to continue expanding at a rapid pace in 2005. The entire economy of China is
growing at a fast pace, and the life insurance industry is developing in a healthy manner. TPL will continue to strive for
higher market share in this positive environment. TPL will also continue its efforts at improving the profitability of its products
and overall operations. The senior management and directors of TPL believe that it will be possible to achieve break-even
conditions in 2006. Other major initiatives for 2005 include further improvements in professional development for personnel,
product innovation, and sales and marketing.

General Insurance — TPI
TPI’s primary objective in 2005 is to lay a solid business foundation for generating profitability in 2006. The senior management
and directors of TPI expect that its operations will produce profits next year. Strategically, TPI will slow its new branch
openings and focus on building up its existing operations. TPI’s branch network is already one of the largest in the country,
and covers the most wealthy and populous provinces of Mainland China. TPI will also focus efforts on promoting its brand
name and image.

Assets Management — CIGAML
While continuing to improve on and grow its existing businesses in Hong Kong, CIGAML intends to pursue assets
management opportunities in Mainland China. In conjunction with CIHC and TPL, CIGAML will explore the formation and
development of assets management entities in the PRC. The assets management industry in Mainland China is still in a
nascent stage of development, and holds enormous potential for future growth.
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ဳଉᄙΑᚋʗ
พ৻ࢄશ
ʹړ፮ֻ ړz ɻʹਝ
ɻʹਝؿঢ়ज़ဳଉᄙԑτڌʶ̯Ӹ࣏ؿʶʹړ፮Ꮺ༜ੀ˿ᘗᙩˮᖇցଉพᐜeɻʹਝԞϬֻؿړੜɣᖇ
ցଊݚټ൴c˱ɐ̯ӸᄗړΨؿҙ༅೪cੀ˿̯ݯඑ྆ԞᖇցޔСeቱဳਂʑقؿઅړ፮ʥʹړ፮̟ړؿ
ଅˀΑໃcЎɻʹਝʋผ၇Ψԯᗲࣟ܁ړֻؿd၀ʶୀᆽృፕพ৻ᄗࠓؿ፮ဳଉࡈڬeɻʹਝੀᘗᙩࢰ
ࢴɻਝɣ̟ؿዀผcԎི̳͇߮ᇼΕ˵ԕஉፒԑ୮eϊፒԑ୮ੀτХొʠɻʹਝΕ̜ɣᅶɈ̟ɻؿցϽc
ɖ˿൬ȹүҝഁԯΉɻਝ۪ʸొԜ৻רؿe
Ɂྐړ፮พ৻ z ʪ̡Ɂྐ
ʪ̡Ɂྐད౨cԯɁྐړ፮พ৻כɀཌྷཌྷʄαੀᘗᙩӾᒷࢄeɻਝኬᏜ҄ᄈٽcɁྐړ፮พ͛৪ೕࢄcʪ
̡ɁྐΕϊɣΡѼබɻੀᘗᙩߎɈొঢ়̟Ќτଅc͛ผᘗᙩҝഁ࿏Ɏଐ˞ۂʥኬᏪɾޔСॶɈeʪ̡Ɂྐɾঢ়
ज़ဳଉᄙʥԑڌޚcʪ̡Ɂྐτશ˿כɀཌྷཌྷʒα༠ߎνʻ̡ጫeʪ̡Ɂྐכɀཌྷཌྷʄαؿԯˢࠇ߬ઉܢ˳ܪ൬ȹ
үڔ൬ࡗɮؿਿพೕࢄc˱ੜଐۂณɮА˞ʥሻਕʥ̟ઐᄤe
ȹঁړ፮ z ʪ̡ړ፮
ʪ̡ړ፮כɀཌྷཌྷʄα͌߬˚ؿᅟܰݯɀཌྷཌྷʒαଐ́ޔС͓ۺ՞ؿพ৻ਥᓣeʪ̡ړ፮ؿঢ়ज़ဳଉᄙʥԑ౨શ
พ৻כɀཌྷཌྷʒα˿˞፣ึСe೪ֲʿࠍԞޜcʪ̡ړ፮ੀผಕྺஉʗʔ̇ؿ۹cԎਿ؇̨Ρܼ͌ؿک
࿚༜Аeʪ̡ړ፮ؿʗʔ̇၉ଊιݯਝʑɣ၉ɾȹcԎ૪ၰఒτʥɁɟଠΛͫޘؿeʪ̡ړ፮Ԏผਿ؇כඑ
ɻɈ൴ۧඨԯۂಶʥѼോe
༅ଐဳଉ z ɻړ༅ଐဳଉ
ɻړ༅ଐဳଉΕᘗᙩҝഁʥᒷ˨ଊτࠗಋพ৻ɾࣂc͛ผೕઈɻਝʑΔɾ༅ଐဳଉዀผeɻړ༅ଐဳଉੀᐲɻړ
ઁٖ˞ʥʪ̡Ɂྐcͳॗכɻਝᘐୂʥೕࢄ༅ଐဳଉʔ̇eɻਝʑΔɾ༅ଐဳଉพ͌ܰ̋کᔷێc̰ԞೕࢄᅶɈ
̜ɣe
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MANAGEMENT REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
Investments Outlook
2005 will be a cautious year for global equity markets. Upside potential for stock markets around the world are likely to be
moderate at best, while downside risks are significant and must not be discounted. CIIH intends to continue limiting its
equity exposures for its investment portfolio. On the fixed income side, the Company will continue to adopt a prudent and
conservative investment philosophy, and have most of its portfolio in investment grade securities. Because interest rates
have not risen as fast as previously forecasted and remain at relative historical lows, CIIH will carefully manage its exposure
to the potential for unexpected interest rate increases during the coming year.

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AND INVESTMENT INCOME
The total investment portfolio held as at 31 December 2004 amounted to HK$15,264.48 million (2003: 9,441.75 million),
which represented 90.6% of the total assets of the Group. The composition of the investment portfolio was as follows:
At 31 December
2004
HK$ million

% of
Total

At 31 December
2003
HK$ million

% of
Total

9,782.86
3,505.46
549.13
906.44
—
118.90
351.60
11.24
38.85

64.1
23.0
3.6
5.9
—
0.8
2.3
0.1
0.2

5,758.19
2,393.22
520.84
348.41
148.28
104.84
127.74
11.23
29.00

61.0
25.3
5.5
3.7
1.6
1.1
1.4
0.1
0.3

15,264.48

100.0

9,441.75

100.0

Unallocated
HK$ million

Total
HK$ million

Bonds and fixed income securities
Cash and bank deposits
Listed equities
Listed mutual funds and unit trusts
Securities purchased under resale agreement
Investment properties
Interest in associates
Unlisted equities
Loan
Total

By business segment as at 31 December 2004

Bonds and fixed income securities
Cash and bank deposits
Listed equities
Listed mutual funds and unit trusts
Investment properties
Interest in associates
Unlisted equities
Loan
Total
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Reinsurance
HK$ million

Life
insurance
HK$ million

1,497.87
*1,073.70
273.16
12.27
118.90
—
11.24
24.71

7,647.22
**2,283.90
—
894.17
—
—
—
14.14

257.34
47.15
48.42
—
—
—
—
—

9.63
21.71
9.06
—
—
8.02
—
—

370.80
79.00
218.49
—
—
343.58
—
—

9,782.86
3,505.46
549.13
906.44
118.90
351.60
11.24
38.85

3,011.85

10,839.43

352.91

48.42

1,011.87

15,264.48

China Insurance International Holdings Company Limited

Assets
Insurance
management intermediaries
HK$ million
HK$ million
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ဳଉᄙΑᚋʗ
ҙ༅ࢄશ
ͲଈᖬԴ̟Εɀཌྷཌྷʄαੀผܰ୮כᄗѫࠍeͲଈٖ̟ɣߎृผτႦ෬ɐʠؿᅶɈcϤɎไࠓؿ፮ڬผდݯ
ᛷടcΐϤɺࢀ഼֧e̯ʔ̇Εٖҙ༅ʿࠍੀผᘗᙩτࠉ۹ܛؿτ൴eϭכ՞ցνɃʿࠍؿҙ༅c̯ʔ̇ੀړ͂
Ψʥᄗؿҙ༅ଉ֨cੀҙ༅ୂɻɣͫҙיΕԮௐҙ༅ിज़ؿᖬԴeਥכСଅԎ̰Σད౨ঁ҄܈ʠcʋ୮כዃ
̌ɐ༖Гᒨcΐϊ̯ʔ̇ੀผᔑΔ୮ଉ̰Ԟα۹Сଅޯಳɐʠࠓؿ፮e

ҙ༅ୂʥҙ༅νɃ
כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀcҙ༅ୂᐢࠤݯ152.6448ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi94.4175ყಋʏcЌ̯එ྆ᐢ༅ଐؿ
90.6% eҙ༅ୂୂؿιੱؗΣɎi

ඦԴʥ՞ցνɃᖬԴ
ଊټʥႺϷΦಁ
ɐ̟ٖ
ɐ̟ʃయਥټʥ௰Ͻڌপਥټ
ൕɃٵਕᖬԴ
ҙ༅ذพ
ᐲᏪʔ̇ᚬऩ
ڈɐ̟ٖ
൘ಁ
ᐢᔾ

כ2004α
12˂31ˀ
ϛຒಋʏ

Ќᐢᅕ
ϛͫଅ

כ2003α
12˂31ˀ
ϛຒಋʏ

Ќᐢᅕ
ϛͫଅ

9,782.86
3,505.46
549.13
906.44
—
118.90
351.60
11.24
38.85

64.1
23.0
3.6
5.9
—
0.8
2.3
0.1
0.2

5,758.19
2,393.22
520.84
348.41
148.28
104.84
127.74
11.23
29.00

61.0
25.3
5.5
3.7
1.6
1.1
1.4
0.1
0.3

15,264.48

100.0

9,441.75

100.0

ܘพ৻ʗᗘ
כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ

ඦԴʥ՞ցνɃᖬԴ
ଊټʥႺϷΦಁ
ɐ̟ٖ
ɐ̟ʃయਥټʥ௰Ͻڌপਥټ
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MANAGEMENT REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
During the Year, total investment income, including other gains and losses, amounted to HK$492.57 million (2003: HK$419.14
million), representing an increase of 17.5% compared to that of Last Year. The increase in income was due to increased
investments into fixed income securities. The Group will continue to have most of its investments in fixed income securities
which are investment grade and which provide steady cash flows.
*

There were pledged deposits at banks amounting to HK$76.53 million (2003: HK$70.60 million) as lien for letters of credit issued to certain ceding
companies to stand for unearned premium reserves and/or outstanding loss reserves under the terms of certain assumed reinsurance contracts.
Included in the amount of deposits pledged with banks is also a letter of credit for STG2.09 million issued to the Corporation of Lloyd’s to back up
CIRe’s investment in a corporate vehicle specially established to participate in a Lloyd’s Underwriting Syndicate solely for the underwriting years of
2002 and 2003.

**

A subsidiary of the Group has placed HK$437.95 million (2003: HK$197.01 million) with banks as a capital guarantee fund, pursuant to relevant
PRC insurance rules and regulations. The fund can only be used with the prior approval of the relevant authorities in the event that the PRC
subsidiary cannot meet statutory solvency requirements or goes into liquidation.

LIQUIDITY AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES
The Group’s cash and bank deposits as at 31 December 2004 amounted to HK$3,505.46 million (2003: HK$2,393.22
million). The increase of 46.5% in the cash position was mainly due to an increase in paid-up capital at TPL as well as life
insurance premium collected by TPL. There was no bank borrowings during the Year except for certain temporary bank
overdrafts for immaterial amounts. The gearing ratio, which represents interest-bearing notes issued divided by the total
assets of the Group, was 8.0% as at 31 December 2004 (2003: 12.6%).

CAPITAL STRUCTURE
During the Year, the Company issued 3,560,000 new shares (2003: 2,802,000 shares) for cash under the Company’s staff
share option scheme. Net proceeds received for shares issued for cash in aggregate amounted to HK$6.30 million (2003:
HK$3.46 million).

STAFF AND STAFF REMUNERATION
As at December 2004, the Group had a total of 4,904 employees (2003: 2,526 employees), an increase of 2,378 employees.
Total remuneration (other than directors’ remuneration but including staff bonuses) amounted to HK$341.28 million (2003:
HK$170.15 million), an increase of 100.6%. Bonuses are linked to both the performance of the Group as well as individual
performance.

MAJOR EVENT DURING THE YEAR
On 9 July 2004, the Company, through TPL and CIGAML, its subsidiaries, entered into a conditional shareholders’ agreement
with TPI, Fortis and CIHC to form a new joint stock limited company, namely TPP (the “TPP Shareholders’ Agreement”).
Upon establishment, the Company will effectively control 74.0% of the equity interest in TPP (through its interests in TPL
and CIGAML), and TPP will become a subsidiary of the Company.
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ဳଉᄙΑᚋʗ
̯כল৻౨ʑcҙ༅νɃᐢᔾ˳ܢԯˢνऩʥԯˢνɃ૱ᔾ) ݯ4.9257ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi4.1914ყಋʏ) c༖˾α
ɐʠ17.5% eνɃᄈ˱˚߬ܰͅכҙ༅Ε՞ցνɃᖬԴᄈ˱cΐϤଐ́༖ΛСࢠνɃc̯එ྆ʋผᘗᙩɣ൴ҙ༅Ԯௐ
ҙ༅ിज़ؿ՞ցνɃᖬԴ˞ܛړᖇցؿଊݚټ൴e
*

ݯᅕ 7,653 ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi 7,060ຒಋʏ ) ؿτאႺϷΦಁܰ͂Аߗɳʗړʔ̇Ᏽೕאؿر͂ڌcАߗݯɳɰֻኪړʹؿ፮̰ؿᑨ
Յړௐʥ þ ֶ̰ҺላಁๅௐeΦכႺϷؿτאΦಁ͛˳ܢȹඖΉߜਝمೕˮݯᅕߜᔦ 209ຒᔦر͂ڌؿc͂˞ʻܛɻʹਝҙ༅כ
ȹංʔ̇cਿݯၤȹࡼୂړֻمɀཌྷཌྷɀʥɀཌྷཌྷɍֻړα۹ؿพ৻e

**

̯එ྆ԯɻȹࡼڃᙔʔ̇c࣓ኣޚᗐؿɻਝړ፮ૈԝၤஃցcੀݯᅕ 4.3795ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi 1.9701ყಋʏ ) ΦיɃႺϷcАݯ༅̯ړᖬਥ
ټeΣ৽͂ਥټcԑͱՅτᗐ֚ܧؿپ෮cЩߗೕ́Εɻਝڃؿᙔʔ̰̇ॶڃؒց৽ݚଊټஃցcֶ̳̚ࠍᐽᆚe

৽ݚ༅ټʥল৻༅
כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀc̯එ྆ؿଊټʥႺϷΦಁݯ35.0546ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi23.9322ყಋʏ) eଊټΦಁ
ᄈ˱46.5% c˚߬ܰͅכʪ̡Ɂྐྡྷؿν༅̯ؿᄈ˱cၤʥʪ̡ɁྐؿɁྐړ፮ړτֺᄈ˱eαʑτߗɳɩᔾᐽ
ࣂႺϷʻ̔cԎಲͨЄႺϷࠥ൘eכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀc༅̯ၤ߲ඦˈଅcЩੀ˟СࢠؿɰೕϷኣ
˞̯එ྆ؿᐢ༅ଐcݯ8.0%ɀཌྷཌྷɍαi12.6%) e

༅̯࿚
̯α۹̯ʔ࣓̇ኣࡗɮႏٖᚬི߮˞ଊݯټˤძೕϷ3,560,000ٖณٖɀཌྷཌྷɍαi2,802,000ٖ) eೕϷณٖՅଊ
ؿټᐢˤძݯ630ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi346ຒಋʏ) e

ࡗɮʥࡗɮ༭ټ
כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀc̯එ྆ࡗؿᐢɁᅕ༠4,904Ɂɀཌྷཌྷɍαi2,526Ɂ) cᄈ˱2,378Ɂeᐢ༭ټɺф
ԑ༭ټcЎ˳ࡗܢɮ٦) ݯ3.4128ყಋʏɀཌྷཌྷɍαi1.7015ყಋʏ)cᄈ˱100.6% e٦ၤ̯එ྆ؿพᐜʥࡗ
ɮؿɁٲଊ㢕e

̯α۹ࠇ߬ԑඖ
כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αȼ˂Ⱦˀc̯ʔ̇༦ԯڃᙔʔ̇cʪ̡Ɂྐʥɻړ༅ଐဳଉ)ၤʪ̡ړ፮dఒɻٖઁړᖋ߯ȹͫ
τૈٖͧؿԾᘪcι͓ȹංΊݯʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ؿณٖͫτࠉʔ̇ʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ٖԾᘪ)ϊʔ̳̇βι͓ɾ܃c
̯ʔ̇ੀ༦Εʪ̡Ɂྐʥɻړ༅ଐဳଉؿᚬऩ)ྡྷሔܛτʪ̡ቔϢړ፮74.0%ؿᚬऩeʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ੀι̯ݯʔ̇ȹ
ࡼڃᙔʔ̇e
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MANAGEMENT REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
At the extraordinary general meeting of the Company held on 25 August 2004, the independent shareholders of the Company
approved the conditional TPP Shareholders’ Agreement. However, because certain conditions precedent stipulated in the
TPP Shareholders’ Agreement have not yet been fulfilled, TPP had not been established and had not commenced operations
as at 31 December 2004. The total investment into TPP by the Group was HK$139.11 million, and is recorded as “Other
Debtors” in the Consolidated Balance Sheet as at 31 December 2004.
TPP was established after the balance sheet date, but had not yet commenced operations as at 23 March 2005. TPP will
engage in the supplementary corporate pension business as well as other related pension businesses. With a clear focus
on the pension business in Mainland China, TPP intends to offer a broad and sophisticated range of products and services,
including actuarial support services, to both its corporate and individual pension clients. Such focused expertise will also
help TPP in its marketing of pension services throughout the country and raise its overall skills in the investment management
and accounts management of pension funds.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
The claim made by the liquidator of an Australian reinsurance company against CIRe in relation to a commutation payment
of US$3.00 million received on a reinsurance claim was settled during the Year at a sum less than the amount claimed.
Save as herein disclosed and other than those incurred in the normal course of the Group’s insurance business, there was
no outstanding litigation nor any contingent liabilities as at 31 December 2004.

DIVIDEND
The Directors have resolved not to recommend the payment of final dividend for the year ended 31 December 2004 (2003:
HK1.2 cents per share).

PURCHASE, SALE OR REDEMPTION OF THE COMPANY’S LISTED SECURITIES
During the year, neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has purchased, sold or redeemed any of the Company’s
listed securities.
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ဳଉᄙΑᚋʗ
כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɄ˂ɀɊʄˀ̯ʔ̇ᐾϷȿٖऋПɣผcΕɣผɐ̯ʔ̇ؿዟ͓ٖғๅȿͫτૈͧؿʪ̡ቔϢړ
፮ٖԾᘪcಳϤcͅכԾᘪʑֺͶͧૈؿעʋτͫֆ̰༠ιcֺ˞כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ʋ
̰̳βιֶ͓พe̯එ྆ҙיԷʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ؿᐢҙ༅ټᔾݯ1.3911ყಋʏcכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀؿ၃
༅ଐ߲ඦٲɐͶݯԯˢᎶνሏಁe
ʪ̡ቔϢړ፮Ε့ˀ܃ι͓eЎ࿀˅ɀཌྷཌྷʄαɍ˂ɀɊɍˀcʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ʋ̰̳βพeʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ੀผਿ
؇ͬכพ˨ቔϢړټ፮ʥԯˢၤቔϢړټ፮ޚᗐؿพ৻e༦ਿ؇ቔϢړټ፮พ৻cʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ॶͬݯพ۪ʸ
Ɂ۪ʸొԜҡᄤ؟ҡᔔఒؿଐۂ˞৻רʥొԜ၀့ʿࠍؿʻeϊ೩৻רੀผτСכቔϢړټ፮พ৻̟ؿઐ
ᄤొʠቔϢټ༅ټҙ༅ဳଉল৻ဳଉؿਿพˋๅe

ֶಳ߲ඦ
ȹංዌړʹݘ፮ʔ̇ؿᆚɁగȹ೫ࣹʥʏ300ຒʏړʹؿ፮ላˤಁඖΉɻʹਝొˮؿॗΕ̯α۹ɰᏵҺc
ֺʻ˟ټؿᔾ༖ॗᅕݯʭe
ɐ߸ׄᚉʥ̯එ྆ړ፮พ৻̳ˮଊؿॗɾ̔cכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀcඑ྆Ԏಲԯˢॗֶಳ߲ඦe

ٖࢠ
ԑผɰҺᘪɺۺᘪݢೕ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅α۹ɾ̱౨ٖࢠɀཌྷཌྷɍαiҰٖ1.2ಋ˦)e

ᑪൕdˮਕֶᚿΑ̯ʔ̇ؿɐ̟ᖬԴ
̯ʔֶ̇ͨЄԯڃᙔʔ̇כαʑลಲᑪɃdˮਕֶᚿΑͨЄ̯ʔ̇ؿɐ̟ᖬԴe
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